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1. Introduction

Liquid helium, due to its unique properties, provides a nearly ideal flat
substrate for the investigation of two-dimensional election systems [lj. The
coupling between the charges and excitations of this substrate in general is so
weak that often it can be neglected. For some recent measurements, however,
like experiments on the microscopic two-dimensional electron crystal [2] and
the softening of ripplons [3] the interaction between the Coulomb system and
the liquid surface is quite essential. As the most drastic effect thc coupling
leads to an electrohydrodynamic instability [4,5] when the electric field perpendicular to the surface exceeds a critical value EC,and thus limits the
maximum attainable electron density on a homogeneously charged 4He surface
to n = 2 X 10' cm-'.
The development of the surface instability is a result of the softening of
surface waves in the presence of the Coulomb system. The softening is most
pronounced for modes with a wave vector g = q , = l / a (wherc n is the
capillary length of the liquid) whose frequency vanishes for E E,. As a: result
the surface deforms spontaneously as the critical field is reached, and a
wave-like pattern with q = 4, appears, which then breaks up further into a
periodic array of macroscopic dimples (see fig. 1). Simultaneously the originally homogeneous charge distribution is destroyed because the electrons
aggregate in the dimples. Investigations of the properties oi this dimple crystal
close to the transition, i.e. for fields ( E - E ) , / E , c 1, have shown a sirnilacity
to first order phase transitions [S,6]. Here we present results for dimples at
+
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Fig I. Formatton o[ a dnnplc lartbcc on a 'Hc surlace ( T = 3 5 K) charged with electrons From
above Thc plcturcs show the surface deformation approximatcly 2 s (a) ant1 6 s ((h) and ( c ) ) rItcr
the field had been increased to E, The image plane in In) and (b) was chostn such that convcx
deformations of the surface, coxrcsponding to local maxima, appcar bright; in ( c ) bright areas
correspond to local minim0 (I e. the center of the d~mples).The djstance betwccn adjaccnt rows of
dimples i s close lo the wavelength 2mu of the soft ripplon, 0.24 cm In t h ~ scasc.

fields well above E,, and in particular deal with individual mu1tielectron
dimples.

2. Theoretical
The instability of a charged liquid helium surface in bgh electric fields has
First been considered by Gorkov and Chcrnikova [7j, and in more detail by
Ikezi [8], who for E 3 Ec obtained periodic deformations by including nonlin-

equaltion of motion of the charged surface.
Extending these theories to fields distinctly larger than E,, where the surface
deformations b m m e large, would require taking into account terms of still
higher order. We have here chosen a different approach, considering the
stability of a single macroscopic dimpte. Both the deformation of the surrace
and the charge distribution in the dimples were determined by means of a
self-consistent numerical calculation [9]. Starting from some fixed inil~alconfiguration of electrons, a o ( r ) ,and an external field E, the local depression z ( r )
of the liquid surface was obtained by minimizing the total energy of the
dimple, which consists of contributions from gravity, surface tension, and
electrostatic pressure:

ear terms in the

~ o , ~ / ( ~ p g i 2 + ~ [ ( l + ~ ~ 2 ) ~ ~ 2 - l ] t m o ( r ) e E + w c o u l o , ,( I))2 n r d r .

Here p is the density of the liquid, g is the acceleration of gravity and o is the
surface tension. (The density of the vapor is neglected here, as well as the
deviation of the dielectric constant of He from 1.) Notice that the energy
w,,,~,,,,, due to the electrostatic repulsion energy of the electrons in the dimple
is constant because at this stage n , ( r ) is fixed. From the surface deformation
found in this way a new electron configuration n l ( r ) was determined - using
the condition or constant electrostatic potential within the charge distribution
and keeping the total charge of the dimple

fixed

- and then th
'e was repeated.
The stability of such a localized charge distribution on the surface of liquid
helium depends on the applted electric field and the number N of electrons in
the dimple:
(i) At high fields and large N the charges become more concentrated at the

Fig 2 Calculated elecison density r ~ ( r )and swrface profile z(r) of a dimple containing 5 X lo6
eleclrons in an electric ficld 8 = 3 m V/cm The helium lernpcrolure IS 2.5 K. t l ~ ccorrespond~ng
critical ficld =(16m2Rp0)1/4is 2 6 0 V/cm (51

center of the dimple in each iteration step, and the dimple depth increases
indefinitely, leading to a breakthrough of the charges as expected.
(ii) At !ow fields the charges spread out more and more, indicating the
formation of a homogeneously distributed layer of electrons at the surface.
(iii) For nn intermediate range of fields above E,, a stable configuration can
be obtained after several iterations if the number of electrons in the dimple is
below a Iimit N c ( E ) . An example for the surface profile and charge density of
such an isolated dimple is given in fig. 2. (Note that n ( r ) in the center of the
dimple is larger than the maximum attainable electron density of a homogeneously charged surface, which is n,,, = 2.1 X 109/crd a! that temperature
I51.1
As lig.2 shows, dimples can exist as isolated entities, with the dactrons
being completely confined to the center of the dimple. Since, due to this
self-trapping of the electrons, the charge in each dimple is fixed, the interaction
between individual dimples is dominated by Coulomb repulsion. An arrangement of such "deep" dimples at the surface of liquid helium can therefore be
considered as a macroscopic two-dimensional Coulomb system; in contrast, for
the "shaIIow" dimple lattice close to E,, as calculated by Ikezi [a], the electron
density at the surface nowhere vanishes, but is only modulated and might thus
be regarded as a charge density wave.

3. Experiments
The existence of individual dimples was confirmed by measurements in a
sample cell consisting of two horizontal capacitor plates (spacing 1.5 cm) and a
cylindrical wall (diameter 8 cm). The lower capacitor plate was a gold mirror,
the upper was a glass plate covered with a transparent conductive coating
which allowed observation of the helium surface From above. Starting with a n
uncharged 4 ~ surface
e
and an applied electric field E > E,, a pulse of electrons
was generated by momentarily heating a small filament located close to thc

Fig 3. C'onhguratirins of

(a) 2, ()I) 8 and (c) 20 dlrnplcs (;jppcar~ngas dark spols) In o n exrernal
potcnlral or cyhndrical symmclry.

Fjg I (a) 111tcrkrcnccpntrcrn o l a macroscopic dimple ( N - S X lo6clcctmns, T=2.5 K. E = 2 . 9 X
l o 3 V/crn) The trlnge pallern is asymmetr~cbcc;luue the Iwo intrrCero111ctcrplalcs wcrc >Tightly
liltcd Consccul~vclrrngcs corrcspond to s diffcrcncc in surface Ilcigh~or 10 9 p m . (b) I hc st~rtncc
prol~lcdcr~vedfrom (a).

circumference of the cell. The emitted electrons were pulled agatnst me surface
and then formed a dimple with a charge Q being determined by the emission
of the source. Since a negative voltage, applied to the wall of the sample cell,
gives rise to cylindrically symmetric potential, the dimple after being generated
drifts to the potential minimum at the center of the cell. As more dimples arc
added they arrange themselves leading to configurations illustrated in fig. 3.
Upon increasing the number of constituents Further, a hexagonal lattice
deveIops gradually which is also observed when the dimple state is produccd
from a homogenmus charge distribution by raising the eEectric field hcynad
the instability threshold [5] (see also fig. I).
The deformation of the liquid surface near a dimple can be determined with
high resolution by analyzing the interference pattern obtained whcn coherent
light reflected f ~ o mthc top and from the bottom capacitor plate is superimposed. Fig.4 shows an example of such an interference pattern and the
corresponding dimple profile. Although the number of electrons in this dimple

F i g 5. Experirncntal dcpth and w ~ d t h(full width ot llnlf mlnimum) 01 A dimple wlrh constant
charge vs. the rcduced electric f~eldE / E , (T=4 2 K).The lines are only guidcs to the cyc

was not known very accurately and hence a detailed comparison with

the

numerical calctllations is not yet possible, the similarity between the shapes of
calculated and experimental dimple profiles (figs. 2 and 4) is ohvious.
Once a dimpIe is formed, i h profile varies as the electrical field is raised
further: The depth increases, and its width shrinks, so that the whole strucfure
becomes sharper (see fig. 5). Consequently at higher fields the electrons become
more concentrated at the dimple cenler. When the dimple profile is known, the
charge density n ( r = 0) at the center can he derived from the condition of
equilibrium between gravitational, surface, and etectrostatic pressures:
n ( r = O ) . e E = 2 o / R 3-pgh.

(2)

Here R i s the radius of surface curvature at the dimple center and k is the
depth of the dimple. Experimental results for the dimple profile confirm our
conclusion from the numerical calculation that at [he dimple center a n electron
density higher than n,, (OF the homogeneously charged surface) can be
reached.
The dimples discussed so far always were formed by electrons pulled against
the helium surface from above. With a field ionization tip locared below the
helium surface, on !he other hand, it is possible to generate positive ions in the
bulk liquid, which, when pulled upwards, form a two-dimensional sheet of
positive charges just below the helium surface. The electrohydrodynarnic instability and the dimple lattice can be observed under these conditions as well; in
particular, the critical field for dimple formation is the same. Both for purely
positive and for purely negative dimple lattices the interaction between the
dimples is essentialty determined by Coulomb repulsion. How would a system
behave with positively and negatively charged dimples being present at the
helium surface simultaneously?
Although it is somewhat difficult to stabilize such a system experimentally
t10], we have succeeded in producing a "dilute" aggregation of positive and
negative dimples for a limited amount of time (a few minutes). Distances
between dimples of the same sign in this case were large, but Coulomb
attraction Fed to the formation of hound dimple pairs with opposite charge, or
"dipoles", as sketch4 in fig. 6. Such complexes are stable because, in addition
to the attractive potential, a repulsive potential due to the surface deformation
and the external field exists, which prevents the two oppositely charged
dimples from approaching too closely; a recombination of electrons and
positive ions thus cannot take place, because, as alrendy shown for individual

Fig. 6. Schematic pmfitc as obscrwcd lor a bound pair of dimptcs with oppmilc chargc.
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dimples, each kind of charge carriws is trapped close to the center of its
corresponding dimple. Hence the existence of bound dimple pairs is a further
indication that dimples can be considered as macroscopic Coulomb particles
with a fixed charge.
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